Micro-Symposium on Competing Theories of Corporate Governance

INTRODUCTION

On Friday, April 11, and Saturday, April 12, 2014, the UCLA School of Law Lowell Milken Institute for Business Law and Policy sponsored a conference on competing theories of corporate governance.

Corporate law and economics scholarship initially relied mainly on agency cost and nexus of contracts models. In recent years, however, various scholars have built on those foundations to construct three competing models of corporate governance: director primacy, shareholder primacy, and team production.

The shareholder primacy model treats the board of directors as agents of the shareholders charged with maximizing shareholder wealth. Scholars such as Lucian Bebchuk working with this model are generally concerned with issues of managerial accountability to shareholders. In recent years, these scholars have been closely identified with federal reforms designed to empower shareholders.

In Stephen Bainbridge’s director primacy model, the board of directors is not a mere agent of the shareholders, but rather is a sui generis body whose powers are “original and undelegated.” To be sure, the directors are obliged to use their powers towards the end of shareholder wealth maximization, but the decisions as to how that end shall be achieved are vested in the board not the shareholders.

Margaret Blair and Lynn Stout’s team production model resembles Bainbridge’s in that it is board-centric, but differs in that it views directors as mediating hierarchs who possess ultimate control over the firm and who are charged with balancing the claims and interests of the many different groups that bear residual risk and have residual claims on the firm. Although team production is not explicitly normative, many commentators regard it as at least being compatible with stakeholder theorists who promote corporate social responsibility.

This conference provided a venue for distinguished legal scholars to define the competing models, critique them, and explore their implications for various important legal doctrines. In addition to an oral presentation, each conference participant was invited to contribute a very brief essay of up to 750 words (inclusive of footnotes) on their topic to this micro-symposium being published by the UCLA Law Review’s online journal, Discourse.

These essays provide a concise but powerful overview of the current state of corporate governance thinking. Our thanks to all the participants.
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AN ABRIDGED CASE FOR DIRECTOR PRIMACY
Stephen M. Bainbridge

All organizations must have some mechanism for aggregating the preferences of the organization’s constituencies and converting them into collective decisions. As Kenneth Arrow explained in work that provided the foundation on which the director primacy model was constructed, such mechanisms fall out on a spectrum between “consensus” and “authority.”

Consensus-based structures are designed to allow all of a firm’s stakeholders to participate in decisionmaking. Authority-based decisionmaking structures are characterized by the existence of a central decisionmaker to whom all firm employees ultimately report, and who is empowered to make decisions unilaterally without approval of other firm constituencies. Such structures are best suited for firms whose constituencies face information asymmetries and have differing interests. It is because the corporation demonstrably satisfies those conditions that vesting the power of fiat in a central decisionmaker—such as the board of directors—is the essential characteristic of its governance.

Shareholders have widely divergent interests and distinctly different access to information. To be sure, most shareholders invest in a corporation expecting financial gains, but once uncertainty is introduced shareholder opinions on which course will maximize share value are likely to vary widely. In addition, shareholder investment time horizons vary from short-term speculation to long-term buy-and-hold strategies, which in turn is likely to result in disagreements about corporate strategy. Likewise, shareholders in different tax brackets are likely to disagree about such matters as dividend policy, as are shareholders who disagree about the merits of allowing management to invest the firm’s free cash flow in new projects.

As to Arrow’s information condition, shareholders lack incentives to gather the information necessary to actively participate in decisionmaking. A rational shareholder will expend the effort necessary to make informed decisions only if the expected benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. Given the length and complexity of corporate disclosure documents, the opportunity cost required for making informed decisions is both high and apparent. In contrast, the expected benefits of becoming informed are quite low, as most shareholders’ holdings are too small to have significant effect on a vote’s outcome. Accordingly, corporate shareholders are rationally apathetic.

In sum, it would be surprising if the modern public corporation’s governance arrangements attempted to make use of consensus-based decisionmaking. Given the collective action problems inherent to such a large number of potential decisionmakers, the differing interests of shareholders, and their varying levels of knowledge about the firm, it is “cheaper and more efficient to transmit all the pieces of information once to a central place” and to have the central office “make the collective decision and transmit it rather than retransmit all the information on which the decision is based.” Shareholders therefore will prefer to irrevocably delegate decisionmaking authority to some smaller group. As we have seen, that group is the board of directors.

Strong limits on shareholder control are essential if that optimal allocation of decisionmaking authority is to be protected. Any meaningful degree of shareholder control necessarily requires that shareholders review management decisions, and step in when management performance falters to effect a change in policy or personnel. Giving shareholders this power of review differs little from giving them the power to make management decisions in the first place. Even though shareholders probably would not micromanage portfolio corporations, vesting them with the power to review board decisions inevitably shifts some portion of the board’s authority to them. As Arrow explained:

Clearly, a sufficiently strict and continuous organ of [accountability] can easily amount to a denial of authority. If every decision of A is to be reviewed by B, then all we have really is a shift in the locus of authority from A to B and hence no solution to the original problem.  

This remains true even if only major decisions of A are reviewed by B. The separation of ownership and control mandated by U.S. corporate law thus has a strong efficiency justification.

---

2. *Id.* at 68.
3. *Id.* at 78.
SHAREHOLDER VS. INVESTOR PRIMACY IN
FEDERAL CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
George S. Georgiev

The director primacy model of corporate governance—the notion that boards of directors are not mere agents of shareholders but have broad powers to manage the corporation1—has been widely recognized as the doctrinal lodestar of Delaware corporate law.2 However, the corporate governance reforms contained in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 20023 and the Dodd-Frank Act of 20104 presented a powerful federal intervention into matters that had hitherto been the exclusive domain of state law. These reforms remapped the corporate governance landscape by imposing a series of mandatory rules, which have served to limit Delaware corporate law’s preference for private ordering and constrain the authority of boards of directors.5 As a result, it has seemed logical to interpret recent federal corporate governance reforms as a challenge to the director primacy model6 or as evidence of the ascendance of a shareholder-centric or “shareholder primacy” model of federal corporate governance.7 At its core, the shareholder primacy model contends that “shareholders are the principals on whose behalf corporate governance is organized” and, importantly, that “shareholders do (and should) exercise ultimate control of the corporate enterprise.”8

2. See, e.g., In re CNX Gas Corp. Sh’holders Litig., 4 A.3d 397, 415 (Del. Ch. 2010) (stating that “director primacy remains the centerpiece of Delaware law, even when a controlling stockholder is present”).
7. See, e.g., Lisa M. Fairfax, Mandating Board-Shareholder Engagement?, 2013 U. ILL. L. REV. 821, 825–830 (2013) (asserting that in recent years “shareholders have waged an aggressive battle to gain more influence over directors and corporate affairs” and presenting an overview of “shareholder victories”).
In this essay, I argue that post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has not followed the shareholder primacy model, because it has not accorded any unique and meaningful governance rights to shareholders as a group. Instead, to the extent that such regulation can be said to favor any particular group, it is investors, not shareholders. In the language of “primacy,” the federal corporate governance regime could thus be described as one of “investor primacy” as opposed to “shareholder primacy.” It is certainly beyond the scope of this short essay to outline a complete theory of federal corporate governance centered around the notion of investor primacy; I am only suggesting that shifting the focus from shareholders to investors can contribute to a more accurate description of post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation. I also argue that the investor-focused regime at the federal level is not necessarily at odds with the director primacy model that dominates Delaware corporate law. My claims are narrow and purely descriptive in nature, and I do not take a normative position on the desirability of enhancing shareholders’ governance rights or the desirability of federal versus state regulation of corporate governance. In addition, I do not dispute that shareholder concerns have become more prominent in recent years or that shareholders are able to exert greater leverage, often informal, over the corporation. I argue only that post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has not followed the shareholder primacy model, and that, instead, it comports more closely with the investor protection norm embedded in the federal securities laws.

A key to my argument is the distinction between “shareholders” and “investors” and the different mix of functions, powers, and, ultimately, governance rights accorded to these groups by federal law. I use the term “investors” to refer to all capital market participants who view companies as investment prospects, consume company-specific information, and make buying and selling (i.e., trading) decisions about companies’ equity and debt securities based on such information. With respect to any particular company, therefore, shareholders are part of the broad class of “investors,” but this class also includes non-shareholders who have invested in the company’s debt securities, as well as non-shareholders who have not invested in the company’s equity or

---

9. As used herein, “post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation” encompasses the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, SEC rulemaking stemming from these Acts, and SEC policy statements relating to corporate governance, as well as relevant federal court decisions. For this reason, SEC Rule 14a-11 on proxy access, which expressly favored shareholders but was invalidated by the D.C. Circuit Court in Business Roundtable v. SEC, 647 F.3d 1144 (D.C. Cir. 2011), is not inconsistent with my argument.
debt securities but who could do so at any time based on information about the company.

The principle of investor protection has traditionally been a paramount concern of the federal securities laws and has formed the bedrock of the securities disclosure regime established by Congress and the SEC. As used herein, “investor primacy” is about the manifestation of this familiar investor protection norm within the realm of federal corporate governance. Importantly, in its information-producing function, the securities disclosure regime does not make a distinction between shareholders and non-shareholders. Instead, it requires that companies’ disclosure statements are made available to all investors, including debt investors and potential investors, so that they can make informed trading decisions. Because disclosure of material company information has long been the regulatory tool of choice at the federal level, a majority of federal corporate governance rules have been effected through disclosure rules that cater to all investors. Post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has been no exception: Even where it appears to favor shareholders (e.g., say-on-pay votes), such legislation has not given shareholders additional governance rights or enabled them to exercise control over the corporation, but rather has sought to provide investors with additional and more accurate information for purposes of their trading decisions. The transmission mechanisms can often be unclear, but company disclosure generally affects investor trading decisions, which, in turn, affect the prices of the company’s debt and equity securities. These prices then have the potential to serve as real-time signals affecting the behavior of management teams and boards. In short, investor trading decisions based on disclosure can exert a meaningful influence over company-specific corporate governance.

It has been said that shareholders have three types of rights: to “vote, sell [stock], or sue,” all in limited doses.\footnote{Robert B. Thompson, Preemption and Federalism in Corporate Governance: Protecting Shareholder Rights to Vote, Sell, and Sue, 62 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 215, 216 (1999).} Note that, by contrast and with respect to any specific company, investors as a group have only one of these rights: the right to buy and sell (i.e., trade) the company’s stock and debt securities.\footnote{Investors can sell a company’s securities even when they do not own them by shorting and, indeed, a great many do so on a regular basis as evidenced by the size of the market for derivatives.} If the goal of federal corporate governance regulation were to empower shareholders or give them control over the corporation, we might expect that such regulation would seek to expand all three governance rights possessed by shareholders. However, I find that federal corporate governance regulation has sought to
affect only the right to trade, which is a right common to both shareholders and investors, by employing various devices to improve the adequacy and accuracy of information flowing from companies to investors and markets. To be sure, federal law has also resorted to non-disclosure based modes of corporate governance regulation (for instance, executive compensation clawbacks in certain circumstances), but those interventions too have failed to grant shareholders any meaningful governance rights beyond the right they already have and share with investors, the right to trade. While a comprehensive survey of federal corporate governance reforms is beyond the scope of this essay, examining a few recent and pending corporate governance initiatives helps illustrate my argument that post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has not followed the shareholder primacy model.

“Say-on-pay”: On the surface, say-on-pay seems to directly contradict the argument just presented because it ostensibly gives shareholders the right to vote on executive compensation, a matter traditionally reserved for the board. Examined more carefully, however, say-on-pay is not a real “vote” right: The votes are merely advisory, there is nothing to require the board to abide by them, and they do not give shareholders any meaningful control over the corporation. Moreover, the say-on-pay rules do nothing to enhance the second of the two rights unique to shareholders, the right to sue. Courts have considered and rejected the assertion that a negative say-on-pay vote can overcome the business judgment presumption attached to a board’s decision on executive compensation,12 thereby rendering such votes inconsequential with respect to derivative shareholder litigation. As a result, say-on-pay provisions are best viewed as a means of providing investors with additional information about the adequacy of a company's compensation practices in order to facilitate better trading decisions, and this is fully consistent with the investor primacy framework at the federal level. Say-on-pay does give shareholders some voice, but the growing experience with say-on-pay votes during the past four proxy seasons seems to suggest that shareholders’ message, even when clearly expressed, is rarely heeded.13

13. Mathias Kronlund & Shastri Sandy, Does Shareholder Scrutiny Affect Executive Compensation? Evidence from Say-on-Pay Voting (Apr. 7, 2014) (unpublished manuscript), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2358696 (empirical study finding that say-on-pay votes “improve the ‘optics’ of pay, and, contrary to the goals of the say-on-pay regulation, result in higher, not lower, total pay”). Consider also the example of Citigroup, which held arguably the most high-profile failed say-on-pay vote to date in 2012, without subsequently reducing the CEO’s compensation. When the CEO was ultimately forced out, it was months
Board-Shareholder Engagement: The recent trend in board-shareholder engagement, strongly encouraged by the SEC,\textsuperscript{14} also appears at first glance to be aimed at empowering shareholders and taking authority away from the board. Upon closer examination, however, board-shareholder engagement does not confer any real powers upon shareholders, and certainly none of the two powers that are unique to them, namely the power to vote and the power to sue. Board-shareholder engagement is best understood as a mechanism for facilitating the exchange of information between the board and shareholders. It fits within an investor primacy framework because it can lead to the consideration by boards of additional inputs and, ultimately, to better disclosure, thereby enabling investors to trade based on more complete information about the company. This information-producing effect is amplified by the structure of SEC Regulation Fair Disclosure: when a company selectively discloses material non-public information to one set of its investors, it is required to disclose the same information to all investors in the market.\textsuperscript{15} Board-shareholder engagement fits more naturally within an investor primacy model in one additional respect: boards often use such engagement as a means of diffusing confrontations with shareholders and preventing situations in which shareholders may actually have more real power at their disposal (e.g., proxy contests).\textsuperscript{16}

Other Federal Corporate Governance Provisions: The reforms introduced by Sarbanes-Oxley and Dodd-Frank are fairly easy to square with the investor after the vote and in the context of a chronically underperforming stock price. See Jessica Silver-Greenberg & Susanne Craig, Citigroup's Chief Resigns in Surprise Step, N.Y. TIMES, October 16, 2012 (chronicling the events preceding the CEO's departure based on insider accounts, and making no mention of the failed say-on-pay vote as a contributing factor). While it is not possible to establish the precise causal links, the fact pattern seems to suggest that the shareholder signal (say-on-pay) was ignored, while the investor signal (stock price) was taken seriously and led to the CEO's dismissal.

\textsuperscript{14} See Mary Jo White, Remarks at the 10th Annual Transatlantic Corporate Governance Dialogue (Dec. 3, 2013), available at http://www.sec.gov/News/Speech/Detail/Speech/1370540434901 (arguing that “the board of directors is—or ought to be—a central player in shareholder engagement” and noting that “even in companies with so-called state of the art corporate governance practices, engagement with shareholders provides very valuable feedback and insights”).

\textsuperscript{15} The interpretive guidance on Regulation FD issued by the SEC in 2010 does not modify this basic principle. See Regulation FD, U.S. SEC & EXCH. COMM’N, http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/regfd-interp.htm (last updated June 4, 2010).

\textsuperscript{16} See, e.g., How to Avoid a Proxy Contest Through Constructive Engagement, NAT’L ASSOC. OF CORP. DIRS., http://northerncalifornia.nacdonline.org/Events/EventDetail.cfm?Item Number=10286 (last visited June 16, 2014) (National Association of Corporate Directors seminar on “how engaging with shareholders can promote better and more constructive relations between companies and their shareholders [with] benefits . . . such as the potential to avoid proxy contests”).
primacy framework of federal corporate governance. The disclosure-based provisions are aimed at, and result in, greater information flowing to investors, but do not give shareholders additional control over the corporation either through voting rights or the right to sue. Other provisions, such as the substantive mandates relating to auditor independence, disclosure controls and procedures, internal controls over financial reporting, and even analyst conflict of interests, make structural changes that are aimed at improving the accuracy of the financial information provided to investors in order to facilitate their trading activities. These changes too are more consistent with an investor primacy model than with the shareholder primacy model. To the extent these provisions interfere with boards’ authority, they are in favor of investors—by seeking to provide the market with adequate and accurate information in order to trade—and do nothing to empower shareholders by enhancing the two powers that are unique to them, namely the powers to vote and sue.

Disclosure of Positions Held by Activist Shareholders: The anticipated changes to the Schedule 13D waiting period are likely to provide further evidence of the investor primacy approach to federal corporate governance regulation. Under the current rules, shareholders can wait ten days before having to file Schedule 13D and notify the market that they have crossed the 5 percent shareholding threshold. This clearly favors activist shareholders, since it allows them to continue accumulating shares without disclosing their intentions to the market or the company for ten days. Shortening or eliminating the waiting period has long been under discussion and, notably, Congress gave the SEC the express authority to adopt rules to this effect as part of Dodd Frank. If, as is widely anticipated, the SEC adopts such rules, they would require the disclosure of activists’ trading positions to the market (i.e., all investors) in a timely fashion and would empower both boards and investors vis-à-vis activist shareholders. The new rules would also demonstrate that even in the current environment where vocal calls for the expansion of shareholder rights are made on a regular

---


18. Id. §§ 201, 302, 404, 501.

19. See View Rule, REGINFO.GOV, http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201210&RIN=3235-AK42 (last visited June 16, 2014) (“The Division is considering recommending that the Commission issue a concept release to identify possible revisions to [relevant rules] to modernize the beneficial ownership reporting requirements. The concept release would solicit comment on, among other things, . . . shortening the filing deadlines, and public disclosure of significant short positions and short sales.”).

basis, federal corporate governance regulation still prides the interests of all investors over those of shareholders alone.

The investor primacy model at the federal level—and the corporate governance regulations just discussed—are not necessarily at odds with the director primacy model, which has been embraced by Delaware state law. It is true that in certain cases federal regulations impinge on board authority, though they do so in largely procedural ways. Ultimately, federal regulations have not taken away any of the real powers of the board and, as argued, have not given any real powers to shareholders. Moreover, in certain cases federal regulations appear to enhance board authority. For example, the SEC’s emphasis on board-shareholder engagement contains an implicit recognition of the board’s primacy over management in intra-company governance since it encourages the partial re-allocation of some of management’s functions (investor relations) to boards of directors under the guise of board-shareholder engagement.

I should underscore that the argument sketched out here—that federal regulation of corporate governance is better described as a model of investor primacy as opposed to shareholder primacy—relates only to the effects of federal regulation. In other words, even though shareholders may have expanded their power and influence in corporate governance in recent years, this has not been the direct result of federal corporate governance regulation. For example, one of the biggest victories for shareholders in recent years has been the declassification of boards as a result of the work of the Harvard Law School Shareholder Rights Project. Since 2012, and over the course of only three proxy seasons, the Project has established 121 successful engagements, which have led to the elimination of staggered boards in approximately two-thirds of S&P 500 companies that had classified boards at the beginning of 2012.21 Even though this outcome may represent a challenge to the director primacy model, it was not achieved as a result of federal corporate governance regulation but through the work of an independent group and with the acquiescence of the very boards that were being declassified.

Finally, the argument I present here is purely descriptive and limited to federal corporate governance regulation. It is not an attack on the normative foundations of the shareholder primacy model or the director primacy model, each of which has substantial normative appeal.22 I have argued only that with respect to any specific corporation, “shareholders” and “investors” are different,

---


22. See, respectively, Lucian A. Bebchuk, The Case for Increasing Shareholder Power, 118 HARV. L. REV. 833 (2005), and Bainbridge, supra note 4.
albeit overlapping, groups with different governance rights, and that the effect of post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has not been to accord any unique and meaningful governance rights to shareholders, either vis-à-vis boards or investors. Instead, post-crisis federal corporate governance regulation has sought to provide all investors (including equity and debt investors as well as non-shareholders) with additional information so that they can exercise the only governance right common to all of them, namely the right to trade in a company’s debt and equity securities, on the basis of adequate and accurate information.
**TEAM PRODUCTION THEORY: A CRITICAL APPRECIATION**

David Millon

Margaret Blair and Lynn Stout’s path-breaking *Team Production* article\(^1\) is one of the most important corporate law articles of the past twenty-five years. Drawing on economic theory, Blair and Stout argue that the board’s role is to act as a “mediating hierarch,” balancing the interests of the corporation’s various stakeholders.\(^2\) By holding out the promise of better distributional outcomes for nonshareholders, this conception of the board’s role encourages efficiency-enhancing cooperation and willingness to make firm-specific investments.

In an article critical of Blair and Stout’s theory, I took issue with their claim that corporate law reflects a commitment to the team production model (TPM) of corporate governance rather than to shareholder primacy.\(^3\) I now think the question is more complex. Blair and Stout’s view that corporate law does not endorse a principal-agent theory of the relation between shareholders and corporate management is correct. They are wrong, however, to the extent that corporate law does embrace a quite different notion of shareholder primacy, one that confers special status on shareholders within the legal structure of corporate governance. I term this the traditional model of shareholder primacy, in contrast to the radical conception that insists on the principal-agent relation.\(^4\)

Important features of corporate law’s traditional governance structure reflect shareholders’ special status in relation to the corporation’s other stakeholders, although in practice shareholders’ governance powers are of limited significance. Ordinarily, shareholders alone enjoy voting rights, information rights, and the right to bring derivative suits. Fiduciary duties are owed to “the corporation and its shareholders.”\(^5\) Importantly, however, the traditional model of shareholder primacy does not demand that the board maximize shareholder wealth; it simply insists that the board not disregard shareholder interests for the sake of nonshareholder considerations. And, of equal importance, shareholder control powers under the traditional model “are

---

2. *Id.* at 276–87.
so weak that they scarcely qualify as part of corporate governance."  In other words, traditional shareholder primacy readily accommodates the board discretion that is at the heart of TPM.

Of greater concern is the question whether boards actually function as TPM says they should. The theory depends on the board’s independence and neutrality with respect to potentially conflicting claims of shareholders and nonshareholders. While corporate law certainly confers broad discretion on the board to act as a "mediating hierarch," it does not mandate that it do so. Blair and Stout are vague about how directors actually make choices, stating that it is a matter of the corporation’s internal politics. Extra-legal pressures brought to bear on the board by competing stakeholder groups, not legal rules, will therefore shape the board’s decisionmaking.

In today’s business environment, the boards of most companies tilt decidedly in the direction of their shareholders. Typically this means a strong preference for short-term share price maximization, which is generally a function of quarter-to-quarter accounting results, because this is what most institutional shareholders want. Pressure from these shareholders translates into boards’ reluctance to spend money that will generate returns only in future accounting periods because of the immediate negative impact on the quarterly income statement. That can mean lower expenditures on activities like R&D, marketing, maintenance, and capital investment. It also means unwillingness to invest in nonshareholder well-being with an eye toward long-run financial benefits. Lower-level employees are likely to receive no more than the minimum wage necessary to prevent defection. That shareholders are winning these internal political contests is evident in the fact that corporate stock has returned over 650 percent during the past quarter century, while real wages have stagnated despite significant productivity gains.

Institutional shareholder pressure for short-term share price maximization results from legal obligations or market incentives. Pension funds must write checks each month to their beneficiaries. Mutual funds typically earn their fees based on total assets under management and compete for investor dollars based on quarterly and annual performance.

8. Id. at 323.
Shareholders seeking short-term returns exert pressure in various ways. Large-scale sell-offs due to failure to meet quarterly earnings targets can mean lower share prices leading to reduced CEO compensation or even termination.10 Widespread reliance on proxy advisory firms facilitates coordinated voting. Executive compensation incentives also encourage focus on short-term share price,12 as do reputational considerations.13 Social norms nurtured in business schools14 and the business press15 point in the same direction.

Thus, the problem with TPM—a serious one—is that directors don’t behave the way the theory says they should. Because corporate law can accommodate either short-term share price maximization or mediation among conflicting shareholder and nonshareholder interests, legal reform is necessary. An ex ante specification of how boards should make trade-off choices is not technologically feasible. Instead, legal reform at the board level could alter executive compensation practices and insulate directors from electoral pressures by providing for longer terms. At the shareholder level, tax policy could be used to discourage short-term investing. Compelling as it is both descriptively, as an explanation for corporate law’s conferral of broad discretion on the board, and normatively, as a directive for how boards should behave, TPM cannot realize its potential in the current business and legal environment.

DAVID AND DIRECTOR PRIMACY

Usha Rodrigues

Stephen Bainbridge has had at least five articles to develop his director primacy theory.1 I have 750 words to critique it. The odds seem slightly in his favor. But I’m game. I’ll be the David to his Goliath.

I take Bainbridge on his own terms. One hallmark of director primacy is that it describes the structure of corporate law. The proof of the pudding is how it plays out in areas such as the business judgment rule (very well), or takeovers (pretty well). Now for my opening salvo: How well does director primacy fit with two notable developments in corporate law?

First, recently merger lawsuits have exploded; plaintiffs now file suit in 94 percent of public company cases and all have settled.2 Professor Bainbridge cites the derivative suit as proof of the law’s recognition of the board’s centrality.3 Does the rise of these direct suits challenge director primacy?

Second, the Delaware Supreme Court embraced the so-called Caremark duty—in Stone ex rel. AmSouth Bancorporation v. Ritter,4 marrying it with good faith. Bainbridge considers the marriage ill-advised, stripping the board of the discretion to forgo compliance systems while at the same time paradoxically allowing it to escape liability if it blithely and blindly fails to register the need for a compliance system in the first place.5 How to square this result with director primacy?

Ah, but Bainbridge has a ready response to such attacks. He will doubtless say that he does not pretend a unified field theory of corporate law, one that is predictive of every small point of doctrine.6

3. Director Primacy, supra note 1, at 29.
6. Director Primacy, supra note 1, at 28.
Hmpf.

How next to carry the attack? How about the charge that director primacy does not reflect the real world? Indeed, my own work has argued that the supermajority independent board of the modern public corporation is ill-suited to carry the burden the director primacy model imposes upon it. But Bainbridge will counter that managerial power is a “perversion of the statutory ideal,” and demand that reality conform to theory—citing evidence that it already has.

Stymied again.

So how’s this for a last shot: could there possibly be something that Bainbridge has missed?

No way.

But let me try anyway. One basic feature of the at-will partnership is that you don’t have to be partners with someone against your will. No one can become a partner unless all of the partners consent. And if you grow to dislike your fellow partners, you can force an exit by dissolving. Corporate law default provides the mirror image: free transferability of shares and an inability to control sale. So one (overlooked? Dare I say it?) justification for director primacy may be that shareholders rationally mistrust other shareholders—not just because, as Bainbridge has observed, they differ in time horizon, but also because they are subject to change without notice, leaving the unhappy investor joined to strangers and unable to force liquidation. Vesting a fixed governing body with authority is crucial in a world when one cannot control the identity of her fellow shareholders.

This argument may be flawed, but given Professor Bainbridge’s well- thought-out theory, it would appear to have better odds than a direct attack on director primacy.

If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.

8. Director Primacy, supra note 1, at 29.
9. Id. at 22.
Corporations are some of the most powerful entities in the world.¹ The debate over how best to leverage their power for good has been raging for some time. In the early 1930s, Adolf Berle and E. Merrick Dodd famously brought this debate to the Harvard Law Review. Berle argued that corporations should be run for the benefit of shareholders while Dodd argued they should have broader, socially beneficial goals.² “By the 1950s, Berle was ready to concede that, as a matter of law, ‘[corporate] powers [are] held in trust for the entire community.’”³

But in the 1970s, Milton Friedman pushed back powerfully against the notion of corporate duties extending beyond shareholder wealth maximization when he wrote: “Few trends could so thoroughly undermine the very foundations of our free society as the acceptance by corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to make as much money for their stockholders as possible. This is a fundamentally subversive doctrine.”⁴ And so the debate continues to this day.

David Yosifon has entered this debate by arguing that post-Citizens United, corporate social responsibility (CSR) must be mandated. This is because Citizens United undermined one of the key justifications for preserving private ordering. Specifically, prior to Citizens United it had been argued that despite obvious incentives for corporations to externalize costs via regulatory capture, the “regulation of corporate political activity [would] insulate the political process from corporate influence.”⁵ But in Citizens United the United States Supreme Court took the reins off corporate political activity by holding
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² A. A. Berle, Jr., Corporate Powers as Powers in Trust, 44 HARV. L. REV. 1049 (1931); E. Merrick Dodd, Jr., For Whom Are Corporate Managers Trustees?, 45 HARV. L. REV. 1145, 1147–48 (1932).
⁴ MILTON FRIEDMAN, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM 133 (1962).
⁵ David G. Yosifon, The Public Choice Problem in Corporate Law: Corporate Social Responsibility After Citizens United, 89 N.C. L. REV. 1197, 1198 (2011); see id. at 1197 (“After Citizens United, we must begin to restructure corporate law to require boards of directors to actively attend to the interests of multiple stakeholders at the level of firm governance.”).
that corporate political speech could not be regulated on the basis of corporate status alone, and thus this justification is no longer effective. Yosifon has also argued that the failure of advocates of CSR to make meaningful progress, even when given such glaring opportunities to challenge the status quo as the relatively recent enactments of Dodd-Frank and Sarbanes-Oxley, stems at least in part from the lack of a compelling narrative. It is to these advocates of mandatory CSR that I primarily address my brief comments here.

Theories of corporate governance tend to be focused on the inner workings of corporations and seek to explain who is or should be in charge of corporate decisionmaking, as well as to what end that decisionmaking should be directed. Corporate personality theory, meanwhile, typically seeks to define the nature of corporations vis-à-vis external regulators in a way that will help identify the proper rights and responsibilities of corporations under, for example, the U.S. Constitution. The reader should require only a brief moment of reflection to realize that the lines between internal and external governance quickly become blurred, and thus theories of corporate governance and theories of corporate personality are to at least some meaningful extent interchangeable.

The three primary modern theories of corporate governance are director primacy, shareholder primacy, and team production theory. The three primary corporate personality theories are concession theory, aggregate theory, and real entity theory. In my forthcoming essay, Corporate Social Responsibility & Concession Theory, I argue that only concession theory supports mandatory CSR as a normative matter.
In extremely truncated form, my argument proceeds as follows. While both director primacy and shareholder primacy differ in terms of who should control corporate decisionmaking, both identify shareholder wealth maximization as the positive and normative goal of corporate governance. In addition, while team production theory tempts advocates of CSR, in the end it also falls short of supporting mandatory CSR.14 As for the theories of corporate personality, both aggregate theory and real entity theory view the corporate entity as standing in the shoes of natural persons to some meaningful degree (typically the shareholders in the case of aggregate theory and the board of directors in the case of real entity theory), thereby providing corporations a basis for resisting government regulation. Only concession theory, which views the corporation as fundamentally a creature of the state created to serve public ends, can support mandatory CSR as a normative matter.15 Thus, the advocates of mandatory CSR should use concession theory, with its emphasis on the public roots of corporations, to provide the compelling narrative necessary to move our corporate law beyond its exclusive focus on shareholder wealth maximization.16

---

14. “The team production argument is that all the parties will be better off if they delegate decision-making to a non-team member. But it does not say that the decision-maker must pursue CSR goals.” Email from Margaret Blair, to Stefan Padfield (Jan. 15, 2014) (on file with author).


Prevailing theories of corporate governance advance strikingly different claims regarding the desirable balance of power within, and underlying purpose of, the enterprise. Accordingly, they prompt strikingly different predictions regarding how, and subject to what standards, shareholders may challenge board decisions.

Shareholder Primacy favors strong shareholder powers and exclusive focus on their interests. This conception leads one to predict ample opportunity not merely to second-guess board decisions procedurally but to interfere with them substantively.

Director Primacy agrees that generating shareholder wealth is paramount but favors the efficiency of board-centric governance. This conception leads one to predict no opportunity for shareholder interference with substantive board decisions, but perhaps limited opportunity to second-guess them procedurally, with restrained judicial review distinguishing the latter from the former.

Team Production resembles Director Primacy in favoring board-centric governance but predicates this on a different conception of corporate purpose, styling the board as a “mediating hierarch” charged with coordinating various constituencies’ contributions to production. This role requires subordination of each constituency’s interests to a broader duty owed to the enterprise. This conception naturally leads one to predict sharply constrained opportunity for shareholders to challenge board decisions and a correlative skeptical judicial posture in the face of such efforts.

How do these theories and predictions fare descriptively? The figure below arrays illustrative forms of review under Delaware corporate law from lesser to greater intensity. These range from preclusion of substantive review under the business judgment rule; to intermediate review of takeover defenses, involving a proportionality inquiry permitting target boards to consider nonshareholder interests as long as rationally related shareholder benefits can be

identified; to probing review of conflicts, requiring directors to establish the transaction’s fairness; to limited forms of self-help, permitting shareholders to respond directly to disagreeable board conduct without resort to courts. The latter category includes veto power over board-proposed fundamental actions and authority to adopt, amend or repeal bylaws—raising the theoretical possibility of repealing board-adopted bylaws or otherwise constraining board power.

FIGURE 1. Intensity of Review (Delaware) and Theoretical Implications

On balance, none of the foregoing theories provides a compelling descriptive account.4

Director Primacy favors board discretion yet struggles with the board’s practical capacity to deviate from shareholder interests and the shareholders’ capacity for autonomous action.

Team Production favors the combination of strong board powers with express regard for nonshareholders in takeovers. Yet, discretion to consider nonshareholders falls well short of the stakeholder mandate that a true mediating hierarch requires. The shareholders’ capacity to discipline the board through autonomous action further contradicts the team production account.

Shareholder Primacy encounters challenges across the spectrum. Substantial board discretion plainly contradicts the shareholder-centric ideals of power and purpose alike, and the shareholders’ capacity for autonomous action—though real—remains sharply circumscribed. Shareholders may veto fundamental actions but cannot initiate them, and emerging case law suggests

that board governance authority trumps the shareholders’ bylaw authority when the two substantively conflict.

Ultimately, there is no clear winner—a reality crystalized in Delaware’s ambiguous formulation of fiduciary duty, owed “to the corporation and its stockholders” simultaneously. This formulation remains the great Rohrschach of our field—whatever one wants to think about corporate purpose can be found here.

The normative question is whether strict adherence to any pure theory would prove beneficial. I think not. The social and economic roles of the public corporation are so diverse and far-reaching that we cannot expect any singular conception to serve us well in all contexts. Delaware corporate law’s ambivalence regarding power and purpose reflects the need for flexibility to tailor our working theory of the corporation—and the standards by which board decisions are judged—to varying circumstances.

If any single criterion can explain what we observe, it is sustainability—even if judges rarely acknowledge it. Corporate law is in the business of sustaining business and that criterion will ultimately trump any single constituency’s claims to primacy or decisionmaking authority—no matter how theoretically compelling those claims may otherwise seem.

5. Guth v. Loft, 5 A.2d 503, 510 (Del. 1939).
Perhaps the sharpest disagreement between the advocates of shareholder primacy and those of director primacy concerns whether directors should be able to veto a takeover proposal that the shareholders want to accept. In its starkest form, the issue is whether, as in *Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. v. Airgas, Inc.*, a board faced with an all-shares, all-cash, noncoercive tender offer may refuse to redeem a poison pill solely because the directors believe in good faith that the price offered is inadequate.

The arguments turn on contested issues of incentives and knowledge. Both sides agree that, although directors may have incentives to perpetuate themselves in office, shareholders have strong incentives to maximize value for themselves. Both sides also agree that directors have superior information about the value of the company. Shareholder primacy advocates emphasize the superior incentives of the shareholders and downplay the superiority of the directors’ knowledge, arguing that the directors can disclose to the shareholders whatever superior information they have. Director primacy advocates emphasize the superior knowledge of the directors and downplay the possibility of directorial self-interest, arguing that independent directors will generally act to maximize shareholder value. Moreover, both sides agree that maximizing shareholder value should be the goal, for in this context shareholder value is a reliable proxy for social welfare.

I want to make two points about these arguments, both of which favor director primacy. First, it’s quite absurd to think that the board can convey to the shareholders all the relevant information it possesses. When a friendly acquirer conducts due diligence on a target, the acquirer has teams of businesspeople, bankers, lawyers, accountants, and other experts evaluate terabytes of information about the target, supplementing such studies with in-person conversations with the target’s personnel and on-site inspections of its facilities. The information a target board discloses to its shareholder is nothing like this. For example, during the prolonged *Air Product* matter, Airgas was implementing a new software platform that it claimed would increase its

---

1. 16 A.3d 48 (Del. Ch. 2011).
operating income by between $75 and $125 million per year. The financial advisor engaged by the Air Products nominees elected to the Airgas board testified that the implementation plan was “the most detailed plan he and his team had come across in 25-30 years.” But the Airgas shareholders never saw the intricate details of the plan. They got a seven page description of the plan that headlined the $75 to $125 million in added operating income but never explained how those figures were computed. Disclosing such critical but highly-detailed information is hopelessly impracticable. Even leaving aside problems concerning competitively sensitive information and potential liability under the securities laws, the vast majority of shareholders would not have a sufficiently large financial stake in the company to make analyzing the information worthwhile. Hence, in most instances, the shareholders’ information deficit will be substantial and irremediable.

Second, if they are even slightly risk averse, shareholders will have strong incentives to sell their shares too cheaply, thus producing socially suboptimal results. The reason is that, because of their information deficit, the decision shareholders make is very different from the decision directors make. Conscientious directors will value the company’s shares, generally in a discounted cash flow study employing the market rate equity cost of capital for the business. Such a study will produce a range of values. Suppose, as was approximately the case in *Air Products v. Airgas*, the board values the company between $70 and $86 per share and then announces that it will not sell for less than $78 per share. The acquirer refuses to raise its offer above $70 per share. Because of their informational deficit, the shareholders cannot value the company themselves but merely form an opinion as to whether they believe the board’s valuation is correct. Assume that a shareholder thinks there is a 55 percent chance that the board is right and the shares are worth $78, a 25 percent chance the shares are worth $70, and a 20 percent chance the shares are worth only $60, the undisturbed market price. This implies an expected value of $72.40 per share. Will a shareholder tender at $70? If he is even slightly risk averse, he will. And this is true even though the shareholder thinks the expected value of the shares is greater than the deal price and even though the shareholder thinks it is more likely than not that the board’s valuation is correct. Shareholder incentives skew towards accepting suboptimal offers.

---

5. See id. at 55–56.
TOWARD A THEORY OF SHAREHOLDER LEVERAGE
Lisa M. Fairfax

Over the past several years increased shareholder activism has triggered significant corporate governance changes aimed at enhancing shareholders’ power over director elections and corporate affairs. These changes threaten both the director primacy theory and the team production theory of corporate governance by undermining directors’ broad discretion to make decisions on behalf of the corporation and all of its constituents. But such changes have not resulted in a regime of shareholder primacy. Rather they can be better understood as a regime of shareholder leverage. Despite the increased power at their disposal, in most circumstances, the shareholders remain content to defer to directors. When they are not content, directors retain the freedom to ignore and even circumvent shareholders’ will, blunting the force of increased shareholder power. The theory of shareholder leverage therefore contends that while the current governance regime paves the way for shareholders to exercise greater influence over director decision-making, directors still appropriately remain the primary power source in the modern public corporation.

A significant number of corporate governance changes have occurred in the past few years, particularly surrounding executive compensation and director elections. Indeed, public company shareholders now have a say on pay—an advisory vote on the compensation packages of the top executives.1 Additionally, director election processes have been radically altered. By the beginning of 2014, 91 percent of S&P 500 companies had declassified their boards—up from 40 percent a decade ago2—and almost 90 percent of S&P 500 companies had adopted some form of majority voting whereby directors must either receive a majority shareholder vote or resign upon failure to receive majority shareholder support.3 In 2006, only 16 percent of S&P 500 companies had implemented such standards.4 Moreover, while the D.C. Circuit
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3. Marc S. Gerber, US Corporate Governance: Boards of Directors Face Increased Scrutiny, SKADDEN (Jan. 16, 2014), http://www.skadden.com/insights/us-corporate-governance-boards-directors-face-increased-scrutiny; see also SPENCERSTUART, supra note 77, at 13 (noting that 84 percent of boards have policies requiring directors who fail to secure majority vote to offer their resignation, up form 56 percent in 2008).
overturned the Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) mandated proxy access rule which would have required that corporations enable certain shareholders to nominate candidates of their choice on the corporation’s proxy statement,5 beginning in 2012 shareholders have been allowed to submit shareholder proposals seeking to adopt procedures for proxy access.6 These changes collectively pave the way towards greater shareholder influence over corporate affairs.

Such changes also appear to breathe new life into the shareholder primacy theory while undermining both the director primacy and team production theory of corporate governance. Enhanced shareholder power certainly runs counter to the broad director discretion envisioned by director primacy. It not only limits director decision-making in connection with management and their pay policies but also constrains directors’ freedom to make business decisions that may be disfavored by shareholders. Increased shareholder power also increases the probability that directors will focus exclusively on shareholders rather than balancing the competing concerns of all corporate constituents as envisioned by the team production model.

But evidence reveals that with respect to compensation and election matters, shareholders are largely content not to exercise their increased powers. Thus, the vast majority of directors continue to get elected at high rates.7 In the last election cycle, only 61 director nominees received less than majority support.8 Similarly, shareholders overwhelmingly approve the vast majority of discretionary voting in uncontested director elections, a change which was viewed as significant because studies suggested that when brokers cast uninstructed votes, those votes tended to favor management. See § 78f(b)(30)(A-B); see generally Melissa Aguilar, Reminder: Broker Votes Out for Say On Pay, COMPLIANCE WEEK (Aug. 17, 2010), http://www.complianceweek.com/reminder-broker-votes-out-for-say-on-pay/article/187418 (“Since brokers historically tended to cast those votes in favor of management, observers say the change could make it tougher for some companies to win shareholder approval of management say-on-pay resolutions, which will become mandatory under the law.”). Elimination of such votes was therefore presumed to enhance shareholder voting power. Knute J. Salhus & Jeffries L. Oliver-Li, SEC Approves Elimination of Broker Discretionary Voting in Uncontested Elections of Directors, WILMERHALE (July 2, 2009), http://www.wilmerhale.com/pages/publicationsandnewsdetail.aspx?NewsPubId=93237.

7. See id. at 33.
8. James B. Stewart, Bad Directors and Why They Aren’t Thrown Out, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 29, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/30/business/why-bad-directors-arent-thrown-out.html. One study found that “only 8 percent of the directors who received majority withheld votes at companies with plurality plus’” regimes stepped down after the vote, and “only half of directors at companies with majority standards did so.” See IRCC INST., GMIRATINGS, THE
pay packages, with the result that less than 2 percent of company pay packages get rejected.\(^9\) Then too, when shareholders exercise their power, directors are able to thwart that exercise. There are several highly publicized examples of shareholders repeatedly rejecting pay packages that corporations do not alter.\(^{10}\) This is because some corporations have opted to ignore the advisory say on pay vote. Evidence also reveals that most directors who fail to receive a majority of the shareholder vote remain on the board. Of the 61 directors who failed to receive majority vote in 2013, 51 remained on the board at the start of the 2014 proxy season, resulting in what some have called “zombie directors.”\(^{11}\) This is because the board has discretion to refuse to accept directors’ resignations or otherwise retain directors, when they fail to get a majority vote.\(^{12}\) This means that directors have considerable discretion to make decisions that are at odds with shareholder preferences.

To be sure, despite this discretion shareholders do enjoy significantly more sway over director decision-making. Empirical evidence confirms that directors have increased their engagement with shareholders, enhanced their disclosures in an effort to prevent any shareholder discontent, and altered their policies on compensation as well as director recruitment and retention.\(^{13}\) These actions suggest that while the board continues to have considerable discretion in the current corporate governance regime, shareholders have increased leverage. The critical question then becomes whether a shareholder leverage model of corporate governance can provide a more appropriate balance between board discretion and accountability.

---

\(^9\) See INSTITUTIONAL SHAREHOLDER SERVICES, supra note 6, at 6.

\(^{10}\) See id.

\(^{11}\) See, e.g., Stewart, supra note 8.

\(^{12}\) See generally id. (“[T]he reality is that H.P. can do whatever it wants, regardless of what the shareholders say.”).

SHADOW DIRECTORS
Iman Anabtawi

United States corporate law is not well-suited to dealing with active shareholders. On the contrary, the presumption that shareholders of public companies do not exert meaningful influence over managerial decisions is thoroughly embedded in U.S. corporate law. Consistent with this presumption, the law does not typically regulate the exercise of shareholder power. Outside of very limited circumstances—namely, instances in which shareholders control a company's board of directors—shareholders are free to engage with the company in furtherance of their self-interest. It is the duty of the board, and only the board, to mediate among the sometimes conflicting preferences of a company's constituencies, including its various shareholders, in making managerial decisions.

Changes in both shareholder composition and shareholder rights have dramatically increased the power of shareholders in recent years. As a result, separation of ownership and control no longer fully describes corporate governance in U.S. public companies. Active shareholders are now relevant actors with respect to both corporate policies and business decisions. Yet, these shareholders operate in the shadow of formal directors, sheltered from fiduciary duties, which directors owe to all shareholders. Now that the traditional boundaries between the roles of directors and shareholders are becoming less clear, the obvious question to ask is, “How should the law hold shareholders accountable when they actively engage with issuers?”

Professor Stephen Bainbridge is rightly concerned that shareholder activism undermines the notion of board primacy in corporate governance.1 He suggests that in order to preserve managerial decisionmaking in the board, a distinction should be made between shareholder interventions directed at substantive decisions, which should be discouraged, and those directed at procedural interventions, which facilitate the exercise of the traditional rights of shareholders.2 If one's aim is to respect the classic roles of boards and shareholders, distinguishing between shareholder interventions on the basis of substance and process makes sense. Some procedural interventions, however, may be motivated by private rent-seeking and some substantive interventions may not. Moreover, it is not always possible to distinguish between the two


2. Id. at 15.
types of interventions. Finally, recent gains by shareholders with respect to substantive interventions are likely to be difficult to roll back.

Another approach, advanced by Professor Michelle Harner, would defend board primacy against muscular shareholders by strengthening the board’s accountability to all shareholders in circumstances where the board makes a decision on a matter that exclusively benefits one or more shareholders to the detriment of the corporation or its other shareholders. Harner’s proposal would essentially impute to the board the self-dealing of the favored shareholders. As a result, the board would bear the burden of showing that the applicable transaction meets the entire fairness standard.

Harner’s proposal for addressing rent-seeking by activist shareholders is consistent with director primacy in that it acknowledges that the board is the central manager of the corporation. On the other hand, it eviscerates the business judgment rule and consequently reduces board discretion whenever the board’s actions meet the shareholder benefit/detriment test. A departure from the business judgment rule in circumstances where the board itself is not conflicted would foster the very sort of litigation against which corporate law is designed to protect directors.

Professor Lynn Stout and I have advanced an alternative basis for separating shareholder interventions that are value-enhancing from those that represent private rent-seeking—extending fiduciary duties to shareholders who exercise de facto control over a corporate decision. In the U.S., activist shareholders are currently allowed to have it both ways: Like directors, they can influence managerial decisions, but unlike directors, they do not typically have fiduciary duties. Already, the law extends fiduciary duties to a shareholder who dominates the board. The law should go further and encourage a shareholder who chooses to be active to exert its efforts on behalf of all shareholders rather than allow it to function as a shadow director who occupies a fiduciary-duty-free zone.

4. Id.
6. See, e.g., Mukamal v. Bakes, 383 B.R. 798, 822–23 (S.D. Fla. 2007) (“Delaware law recognizes that not only do directors and officers ‘stand in a fiduciary relationship to their corporation and stockholders[,]’ but ‘a majority shareholder, or a group of shareholders who combine to form a majority, has a fiduciary duty to the corporation and to its minority shareholders if the majority shareholder dominates the board of directors and controls the corporation.’” (quoting In re Reading Co., 711 F.2d 509, 517 (3d Cir.1983) (emphasis omitted) (alteration in original))"
SHAREHOLDER PRIMACY AND THE MISGUIDED CALL FOR MANDATORY POLITICAL SPENDING DISCLOSURE BY PUBLIC COMPANIES
Michael D. Guttentag

Some might claim shareholder primacy has significant implications for the types of information public companies should be required to disclose. Such an argument would observe that ready access to information about firm activities is a prerequisite for shareholders to exercise their legitimate rights as the firm’s owners. Lucian Bebchuk and Robert Jackson’s proposal that public companies be required to disclose information about political spending offers an example of how a link might be drawn between shareholder primacy and mandatory disclosure.¹ Bebchuk and Jackson offer a number of arguments as to why public companies should be required to disclose political spending, but the genesis of their proposal appears to be that such disclosure is a prerequisite for shareholders to exercise their ownership rights.²

This brief Essay takes issue with efforts to draw a connection between shareholder primacy and mandatory disclosure requirements and offers the Bebchuk and Jackson political spending disclosure recommendation as an example of the shortcomings of such an approach. Linking shareholder primacy to mandatory disclosure proposals fails to give appropriate weight to either the ways in which private ordering can be relied upon to determine the information firms disclose or the likely costs of imposing unnecessary mandatory disclosure requirements on all public companies.

The analysis of whether to mandate the disclosure of certain categories of information should start with the scholarship on public company disclosure regulation generally and market failure arguments for mandatory disclosure regulation in particular. Approaching the question of mandatory disclosure of political spending in this manner leads to a different and more reliable result.

The scholarly debate on public company disclosure regulation identifies only two market failures that are sufficiently large to justify regulatory intervention. These two market failures are caused by: 1) positive externalities,

² For a detailed analysis and critique of the various Bebchuk and Jackson arguments, see Michael D. Guttentag, A New Light on Mandatory Public Company Political Spending Disclosure, COLUM. BUS. L. REV. (forthcoming 2014).
and 2) insider tunneling of firm assets. Neither of these market failures can fully justify making the disclosure of political spending mandatory.

The positive externalities justification for disclosure regulation is based on the premise that public companies systematically underdisclose. Companies underdisclose because of difficulties they face in capturing the benefits their disclosures provide to: 1) competitors, 2) other firms with publicly-traded securities, or 3) the economy at large. But less information does not, per se, make investors worse off. A justification for regulatory intervention based on the goal of adjusting for positive externalities must also show that the underdisclosure caused by positive externalities has generated social costs that regulatory intervention can successfully ameliorate.

Political spending information is unlikely to be withheld because of positive externalities, and, even if it were, its nondisclosure is unlikely to impose social costs. The better explanation for nondisclosure of political spending information by many firms is that the amounts involved are trivially small. One additional issue that needs to be addressed before entirely dismissing positive externalities as a justification for mandating political spending disclosure is evidence that political spending information provides a small, but statistically significant, amount of information about the future performance of a firm's securities. Some might argue that the nondisclosure of information despite its value in pricing a firm's shares is evidence of a positive externality market failure. But political spending is not actually the cause of the measurable decline in firm value that it foretells. Rather, these expenditures provide an informative signal about otherwise unobservable firm attributes that are the actual cause of a decline in future firm value. Mandating the disclosure of an informative signal is not likely to benefit shareholders even in the event that the signal is withheld because of positive externalities.

Underdisclosure by firm insiders to facilitate tunneling (the extraction of value from the firm for personal benefit by those who manage or control the firm) is the second market failure that can provide an economic justification for public company disclosure regulation. There are several indications that political spending constitutes a form of tunneling by firm insiders. For example,
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higher levels of political spending are observed at firms where the amount of tunneling overall is higher, and there is a correlation between the political beliefs supported by the firm and those held by the firm’s CEO. But these correlations are not as suggestive that political spending constitutes tunneling as it might seem, and the more important question is whether there is evidence that mandating disclosure of political spending would provide a cost-effective means to deter tunneling. The answer to this more relevant question is no.

Moreover, imposing even seemingly minimal additional disclosure requirements on public firms based on unsubstantiated claims of potential benefits is problematic for three reasons. First, for many firms it is now easy and palatable to remain outside of the public company reporting regime, especially with changes enacted as part of the JOBS Act. Unnecessary disclosure requirements may simply create a subsidy for firms that choose to avoid or exit the public disclosure regime. Second, the cost of a one-size-fits-all disclosure requirement is likely to increase as differences between the types of firms required to comply with this disclosure requirement increase. Firms with an obligation to comply with public disclosure obligations are a strikingly heterogeneous group. Third, any disclosure obligation once imposed is likely to remain in place for no other reason than administrative inertia. Ideally, it would be feasible to experiment with the introduction of new disclosure obligations and then have the ability to remove them, if the resulting evidence showed that the costs of the disclosure obligation exceeded the benefits. But our disclosure system is not yet that easily modified.

Even if one accepts the core tenets of shareholder primacy, focusing on shareholder empowerment to guide selection of the content of mandatory disclosure obligations only distracts from the analysis necessary to develop a coherent, evidence-based public company disclosure regime. At first glance, imposing a political spending disclosure requirement appears reasonable based on shareholder concerns; however, when one looks to more fundamental market failure considerations, the wisdom of imposing such a requirement is not supported by the available evidence.

---

7. Aggarwal et al., supra note 5, at 11.
9. Id. at 171–73.
AVERAGES OR ANECDOTES? ASSESSING RECENT EVIDENCE ON HEDGE FUND ACTIVISM
James J. Park

A common criticism of shareholder activism is that it forces companies to focus on short-term results at the expense of long-term performance. For example, in 2013, despite its spectacular success, aggressive investors criticized Apple’s capital structure, leading it to distribute capital to shareholders by repurchasing shares rather than reinvest those funds to develop new products. Such anecdotes have spurred cries for reform.¹ A recent study by Professors Lucian A. Bebchuk, Alon Brav, & Wei Jiang (the Hedge Fund Study) counters these anecdotes with analysis of data on around two thousand instances of hedge fund activism spanning the period from 1994 to 2007.² The Hedge Fund Study shows that on average, such activism does not harm the targeted company. This short symposium piece contrasts these two approaches— anecdotes and averages—in assessing hedge fund activism.

In its most extensive analysis, the Hedge Fund Study relies on a broad definition of activism. The data set consists of “2,040 Schedule 13D filings by activist hedge funds during the period 1994-2007.”³ The initial analysis of this study thus includes any situation where a hedge fund acquires a 5 percent stake in a public corporation, regardless of whether it intends to push for significant change. With respect to this broad view of activism, the study shows that there is no evidence of significant declines in operating performance or stock returns relative to other industry firms for a five-year period after the hedge fund discloses its stake in the company.⁴

In a response to the Hedge Fund Study, a memo by the prominent law firm Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz disputed whether any “empirical study . . . is capable of measuring the damage done to American companies and the American economy by the short-term focus that dominates both investment strategy and business-management strategy today.”⁵ Among other arguments,

---

³. Id. at 6.
⁴. Id. at 10.
the memo contends that the study “rejects and denies . . . anecdotal evidence” in coming to its conclusions.6

While it cannot answer whether a “short-term” mentality is generally problematic, the Hedge Fund Study is evidence that, on average, hedge fund activism (broadly defined) is not causing measurable harm to the performance of public corporations. The advantage of the study’s approach is that it systematically analyzes data on virtually all instances of activism over the years rather than focusing on a handful of experiences. On the other hand, because the initial analysis covers any investment of 5 percent or more in a company, its broadest results do not eliminate the possibility that particular types of activism can be problematic.

Indeed, the Hedge Fund Study spends much less time analyzing narrower categories of hedge fund activism. It found similar results for smaller subsets of the data, such as interventions involving “adversarial” activism, which includes any 13D filing that “threatens or opens the door to a proxy contest, a lawsuit, or public campaigns involving confrontation.”7 These “adversarial” interventions cover “21.6% of the universe of all interventions” in the data set.8

Even this narrower category of “adversarial” activism is too broad to permit firm conclusions. Not all “adversarial interventions” are alike. There is a significant difference between a threat of a proxy contest and an actual proxy contest. An intervention leading to an actual proxy contest is far more serious and likely to result in actual changes in the company’s strategy. A powerful anecdote on the dangers of activism resulting in substantial company change is the damaging intervention suffered by J.C. Penney. An activist fund acquired a substantial stake in the company, obtained a seat on the board, and pushed for a new CEO, who then implemented a strategy that drove the company to the brink of bankruptcy. The Hedge Fund study would lump the J.C. Penney example with cases where activists did no more than “threaten” a proxy contest. The performance of the companies that received no more than an idle “threat” might obscure the results of companies that were subject to more invasive activism.

Perhaps a study of a smaller subset of hostile interventions, such as cases where an activist investor was successful in obtaining a board seat, might provide more persuasive evidence. The difficulty with studying such smaller groups is that there might be insufficient examples to draw clear conclusions. If

6. Id.
7. Bebchuk et al., supra note 2, at 31.
8. Id.
that is the case, empirical analysis may not do much to resolve the debate on hedge fund activism.

Finally, it is important to recognize that these results are from a world where activism is often blocked by the law’s support of director primacy. Proxy contests are expensive and difficult, poison pills block hostile takeovers, and Delaware law provides significant protection for directors exercising their business judgment.\(^9\) Perhaps hedge fund activism does not cause much harm because the law is stacked against shareholders in terms of their ability to effectuate meaningful change in most instances. The Hedge Fund Study says little about a world where the law significantly empowers shareholders. Anecdotes such as the case of J.C. Penney might actually say as much as averages in assessing hedge fund activism.

\(^{9}\) See McMullin v. Beran, 765 A.2d 910, 917 (Del. 2000) (“Procedurally, the initial burden is on the shareholder plaintiff to rebut the presumption of the business judgment rule. To meet that burden, the shareholder plaintiff must effectively provide evidence that the defendant board of directors, in reaching its challenged decision, breached any one of its ‘triad of fiduciary duties, loyalty, good faith or due care.’” (quoting Emerald Partners v. Berlin, 726 A.2d 1215, 1221 (Del. 1999))).